STOPROB.org
Dedicated to Revitalizing Orient

THE PLAN
Recently a gathering of Orient taxpayers acting together (names upon request) developed a notfor profit plan that proposes a more secure and efficient way of preventing mismanagement and the
escalating taxes in Orient. The plan will legally revitalize the “non-government” of Orient by helping the
town improve itself through better self-management. The plan is titled, “Stop Robbing Orient Taxpayers
(stoprob.org). Please see the brief description below. A more fully developed description of the plan will be
available later, if our survey shows a majority of Orient Taxpayers are interested in learning more.
Stop Robbing Orient Taxpayers. (STOPROB.org)
“Dedicated to Revitalizing Orient, Maine”

How it works
1. A STOPROB.org savings account will be opened in a local financial organization.
2. Taxes owed the Town of Orient will be paid when due, but not directly to the Town of Orient.
Instead they will be deposited into the new STOPROB.org account.
3. STOPROB.org funds will accrue interest.
4. The Town of Orient will be notified that all Orient property owners will be paying taxes when
due, but into the STOPROB.org account.
5. The Town of Orient will be provided with a list of management procedures developed by a
Steering Committee of volunteer resident and non-resident taxpayers.
6. The Town of Orient will be informed that the funds being held in STOPROB.org will be
unavailable to the Town of Orient until the mismanagements stated on the above mentioned
list above are discussed, negotiated and resolved.
7. If a resolve cannot be achieved, all STOPROB.org funds will be immediately transferred with
interest to the State of Maine for its consideration.
8. If a resolve is achieved, all STOPROB.org funds will be immediately transferred with accrued
interest to The Town of Orient.
The purpose of this letter is to determine one thing only. And that is your interest or lack of interest
in the above tax solution. You are not committed to anything more than your opinion. Please go on line to
STOPROB.org and check the box that reflects your interest or lack of interest in the plan. If the survey shows
a majority of taxpayers has an interest, this committee will continue to provide complete details to all 440
Orient taxpayers. Conversely, if less than a majority is interested, this program will be dissolved. Rest
assured, you are not approving or disapproving the plan. You are not committed to anything. We

need only to know if you are interested or if you are not interested in learning more about the
plan. Thank you.

